
Angles are used to define shape properties. They have
proven to be the key to understanding many other

geometrical ideas such as; concruency, similarity and
tessellation, to name but a few.

Although angles and protractors go hand in hand, the
formal measurement will only be covered in the last section

of this chapter.

This chapter was written to deal with angles from where the
student encountered them in solid 2D shapes as outside

angles to where they are introduced as being on the inside
of the polygon as well. We take it further than polygons and
explore the close relationship that angles have with circles.

After all of the investigations on what precisly an angle is,
where they are found and how we categorise them, the
chapter is concluded by the formal measurement of an

angle.

This chapter may be used as a stand-alone section on
working with angles or to complement existing lessons on

angles.

Chapter 1

Angles
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Revise before starting:

• Shape Properties 2D shapes

• Parallel lines

• Perpendicular lines

• Intersecting lines

• 90° Vertex of a square &
rectangle

• Regular & Irregular shapes

• Clock-wise & anti-clockwise

• Properties of half a square

Vocabulary

• Vertices

• Acute

• Obtuse

• Right-angled

• Reflex

• Straight line

• Vertically Opposite

• Corresponding

• Co-Interior

• Alternate

In Chapter 1

• What is an angle?

• Create an angle

• Visualizing and drawing

• Types of angles

• Identify by polygon properties

• Visualizing Angles

• Find and Measure Angles

• Transversals

• Conclusions

On the template:

The shapes used in this chapter
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Angles
Overview

Chapter 1: Angles 3

Make sure
that students are

familiar with Squares
and their properties before

starting this lesson.

Have some cut-out polygons on
hand for all those shapes indicated on

the previous page.

Formal measurement, using the
protractor is the last measurement

method to be dealt with
in this chapter.

Angles

IN CIRCLES

IN SHAPES

Acute

Clock-wise /
anti-

clockwise

Inside a shape

Outside a shape
Right

Obtuse

Straight line

Parallel

Perpendicular

Non-Parallel

Transversals

BETWEEN LINES

Reflex

Revolution
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 4

Activity 1
• Let each student pick a polygon from the marked ones for this chapter, have them cut

it out and show the angles.
• Let them feel the angles on the outside of the polygon of the cut-out.
• Have them discuss what they think an angle is.
• Let them point out the different angles in the classroom.
• After the dicussion, let them feel the inside of the cut-out shapes on the template.

Activity 2
• Let the students use their cut-out

shapes and compare the angles.

• Do they all fit on each other?

• What do they make of the arrow
head’s angles? Use the arrow head
(concave kite) to explore outside
and inside angles.

• Point out the square’s angles and
ask them how they differ from the
rest of the polygons’ angles.

• Did they notice the rectangle also
have the same angles?

• Did anyone of them try to fit with
the triangles?

• Let the students draw and cut out
the parts to make the Angle
Alligator.

The exercise described above, will give you as the teacher some valuable insight into the student’s
understanding of the topic.

To many students the idea of an angle will be words like: a “pointy bit” that “stands out”. They might
be partial to convex angles, and only show examples thereof like the four corners of the desk. They

sometimes do not perceive or have difficulty with concave angles.

Concave

Enlarge the concave kite and cut it out. The outside angles in
orange can be felt when touching the cut out shape.

The inside angles in green can be felt when touching the inside of
the shape on the template.

Convex

Introducing Angles
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 5

One vertex = 2 angles
• Use the clock to explain this concept
• For every `’past” time there is a “to” time as well.
• Look at the time shown on the clock and remind the students that the minute and

hour hand forms one vertex.
• See Make and Learn no 1

Make a clock to use when revising / teaching time. The front will have the face of a clock and the back
will have references to angles.

The back of the clock will not have any numbers on, it will only be used to form and name angles.

The time is:

• Ten minutes to three.
• The angle formed is shaded in

yellow.
• It is a reflex angle.

• The time is also 50 minutes past two.
(Technically we will not read it as
‘past’ but for this exercise we do.)

• This angle is shaded in orange

• It is an obtuse angle.

Introducing Angles

6

12

9 3

7 5

10

11

8 4

2

1

Ten to three

Fiftypast
two
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 6

Activity 3
Have the students draw the square on the left, Shape 23. (Purple is shown here)

Let them draw a pair of adjacent sides in a different colour. (Red is used here)

Explain that where the two sides meet up it forms a vertex.

A square has a special vertex because the two lines meet in such a way that a smaller
square will fit perfectly.To prove this, let them fit the corresponding vertices of shape 28
and shape 17 on the vertex drawn in colour.

The name for this angle is a Right-angle.

We start with informally introducing only the right-angle.

The adjacent sides forms perpendicular lines because the square
can fit there perfectly.

Angles
In this unit, We will focus on:

• Lines meeting at an angle

• Shapes and angles

• Angles inside Circles

• Angles inside Shapes

• Angles between lines

• Informal measurement

• Formal measurement

We will familiarize students with
some shape facts to help them
understand how angles relate to
circles, polygons and straight lines.

We also explore shape- and straight
line properties. When we relate
angles to those, students will gain a
deeper understanding of the
concept by using familiar shapes.

Arcs are introduced in Chapter One
and with the intention of building
on the concept in later chapters as
well.

Here we have space between two lines, but they are not
meeting each other at one point. NO ANGLE

Let the students measure the red lines between the two
purple lines.

Here we have two lines meeting at one point, but the
space between them seems to differ!!

We conclude from this, that the red lines only cannot
measure the angle because we will get different answers
for one angle. We will, however visit these red lines
again!

What is an angle?
The space between two lines when they meet at
one point is an angle. (Initially, the definition of
the amount of rotation of a line about a point,
might not make a lot of sense to students.)
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 7

Drawing an angle by using two straight lines is one way of creating an angle. This is the
way we replicate what we see. That is, however not the only way to show how an angle is
formed.

An angle can be formed by rotation. The next ecercise sets out to explore how angles are
formed by rotation.

✏✏

Each
student

should have:

One
Red

pencil

One
Green
pencil

Activity 4
Which shapes have Right angles?

Let the students test their knowledge on perpendicular lines and right-angles by testing
shapes to see if they have right-angles.

They must draw a shape and then fit the square on the template over the vertex to test.

1. Pick a shape

2. Enlarge it if needed

3. Draw the adjacent pair of sides in one colour

4. Fit the square’s vertex with the shape’s vertex

5. Determine if the sides match up

6. If the sides match the shape has a right-angle

7. If the sides don’t match, the shape does not
have a right-angle

8. Remember that they must measure all the
vertices of the shape they pick.

Three squares, two rectangles, one right-angled trapezium, one isosceles right-angled triangle and one scalene
right-angled triangle will have right angles.
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 8

Rotating the Template

End of the arc

Start of the arc

Draw a line from the anchor point to the
end of the arc.

Draw another line from the anchor point
to the start of the arc.

Rotate the template around the red pencil and draw a
curved line from the green point to wherever you
decide to stop.

The longer you draw the arc, the greater the angle.

Activity 5
• Draw a guideline.

• Place the Sin Curve on the guideline

• Pick any two holes, the further apart the better

• Line the two holes up on the guideline.

• Place the RED pencil in the left-hand hole and the GREEN pencil in the right-hand one.
(Adapt if needed for left-handed studdents!)

• The red pencil will not move. It is the “Stopper’ (red for stop, we anchor the template
with the red so that the template can swivel around it.)

• The green pencil is the “One that will Go drawing” ( Green for Go)

• Have the students draw ARCS and stop at various distances

• Use the ruler to draw a line from the endpoint of the arc to the hole that anchored the
template. There will be a red dot from the anchoring of the template.

It is important that the students notice the arc as
a curved line. An arc is found on the

circumference of a circle.

The arcs inside the space will also have
different lengths depending on the holes we

choose to start with.
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 9

Rotating the Template

Important Conclusion: A change in the length of the arc will create a change in the size of
angle.

At the end of this chapter we will introduce the formal measurement of an angle with a
protractor and the unit of measurement; degrees.

They might find out that using different holes do not present bigger angles but the arc
length changes.... This will be handled later in the chapter.

For those who find out at this stage - ask them to explore a bit and see if they can come up
with an explanation or go to page 14 and have them complete the activity after this one.

Let them experiment with different lengths of arcs. Use the same two holes for all 6 of the drawings!
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 10

Activity 5
Activity 5 is demonstrated on the Scalene Triangle
and the Scalene Right-Angled triangle.

Start by drawing a guideline.

Draw each triangle on the guideline and number
the angles. Use colour if possible.

Rotate them so that each of the three sides lines
up with the guideline.

Each triangle will therefor be drawn three times.

Use the template to see if any of the triangle’s
angles fit on the square’s. Line up the vertices and
point out adjacent sides - one will always be on
the bottom side of the square. If the square is
aligned on the left - hand side vertex we look at
the side of the triangle that is also on the left.

A Concrete Exploration:

Have the students locate Shape 23 - the
Square.

Explore the right-angle and how the adjacent
sides are perpendicular by feeling on the

inside of the square of the template.

Let the students feel the inside of the circle.

Let them now feel the different polygons’
vertices on the template (these are the inside

angles)

Let them feel the cut-out shapes’ vertices.
(These are the outside angles)

The red circle indicates the placement of the square’s vertex on the triangle’s vertex.

This angle opens up from the BOTTOM to the LEFT-HAND SIDE.

The students should focus on the bottom and left-hand sides of the triangle as well. The
bottom side should line up with the square’s bottom side. The Left-hand side of the
triangle will determine the type of angle.

If this is a bit
confusing to the
students - let them
draw only two
adjacent sides at a
time and leave out the
third one.

Alternatively they can
draw the adjacent
sides in colour and the
third one in grey.
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 11

Level Up!
Instead of rotating the triangle, let the students
move the square to the next vertex and measure
the angle from the bottom side up to the right-
hand side.

Line is inside square

No fit

When a vertex lines up
perfectly with two sides
of the square it is proved
to be a right angle or 90°
in magnitude.

Use other polygons as
well for this exercise

Line is inside square

No fit

Line is outside square

No fit

Once they gain confidence in measuring with the template, let them draw the square on the
triangle and repeat the activity for all the other polygons they can find on the template.

✔

These activities require time and practice. Once the
students gets the hang of it, their concept of angles will
be well established.
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 12

Activity 6
The first activity set out to get students proficient in identifying angles as right angles or
‘”not right angles”.

Now we will start to focus on where exactly the lines are in relation to the square,
narrowing down on types of angles.

• A line inside the square will produce an Acute angle.

• A line outside the square will produce an Obtuse angle.

• A line that meets the square’s side exactly is a Right-angle or 90° angle.

Line is inside square

Point out that the green
line is close to halfway up
from the bottom side.

Acute angle because line
is inside the square.

Line is inside square

Point out that the green
line is close to the
bottom side.

Acute angle because line
is inside the square.

Line is outside square

Point out that the green
line is close to the left
side.

Obtuse angle because
line is outside square.

Important Conclusion: The nearer the line is to the bottom of the square,
the smaller the angle.

The nearer the line is to the Right- or lefthand side of the square, the bigger the angle.

Not a fit

Line inside square :
(acute angle)

Not a fit

Line outside square :
(obtuse angle)

Not a fit (halved - 45°)

Line inside square :
(acute angle)

Perfect fit (90°)

Line follows sides of
square : (right angle)

☜

☜
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Rotating the Template

Important Conclusion:
• Short arc - sides of angle inside square: Acute angle

• Quarter arc - sides of angle lines up with square: Right angle.
• Longer arc - sides of angle outside square but not in line with bottom side: Obtuse angle
• Half arc - sides of angle in straight line with bottom side: Straight line angle
• More than Half an arc - sides outside square past bottom side: Reflex angle
• Full arc, circle - sides of angle on each other: Revolution

At this point the student should understand the following concepts:
1.Right-angles will fit perfectly on a square’s vertex
2.Angles come in different magnitudes
3. It is not possible to measure angles using a ruler
4.Angles are formed where two straight lines meet at a common point
5.Angles are measured by the length of the arc between the two lines forming the angle.
6.An arc moves in a circular fashion and will form a full circle if the arc is long enough
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Activity 7
Whether we use arcs or straight lines to connect the terminal arms, it will not influence the
angle.

A practical activity that proves angles to stay the same magnitude if the sides are produced

Draw the sketches as below using the system of axes on the protractor. Three of each will
be used.

Let students cut out the sectors and right-angled triangles.

Fit the vertices of a square on the six cut-outs. The angle will always fit.
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Activity 8
Use the square again and have the students cut it out and draw a diagonal. Cut the square
in half on the diagonal line.

The right-angle is now halved

The key-concept is to formally name the right-angle according to its degrees.

Let the students measure the sides of the square. Explain that the line can
now be more accurately described in terms of its length.

We will now do the same for angles. We will describe the magnitude of
angles by measuring their degrees.

We cannot measure degrees using a normal ruler - we need a special ruler
that can work in an arc.

@

Have the students examine the protractor.

Use the MATHOMAT Unwrap V2 guide to
explain the markings on the protractor.

Our first activity with the protractor will be to
establish that a right-angle has a
measurement in degrees that is exactly 90°.

The students will need to draw a square.

It is important for them to understand that
the placement of the protractor must be
accurate in order to obtain an accurate
measurement for the angle.
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Chapter 1: Angles Inside Shapes 16

90° 90° 45°45°

45°

45°

It is important to point out that when we use a smaller square the sides of the square are
getting SHORTER.

The sides that make up the terminal arms of the angle will always be adjacent sides.

When we shorten the sides of the square, the ARC that fit between them will also become
shorter.

We conclude that a change in the length of sides or arcs will not affect the magnitude of
the angle.
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